The inner structure, especially the nuclear structure, of cells carries valuable information about disease and health conditions of a person. Here we demonstrate a label-free technique to enable direct observations and measurements of the size, shape and morphology of the cell nucleus. With a microfabricated lens and a commercial CMOS imager, we form a scanning light-sheet microscope to produce a dark-field optical scattering image of the cell nucleus that overlays with the bright-field image produced in a separate regime of the same CMOS sensor. We have used the device to detect nuclear features that characterize the life cycle of cells and have used the nucleus volume as a new parameter for cell classification. The device can be developed into a portable, low-cost, point-of-care device leveraging the capabilities of the CMOS imagers to be pervasive in mobile electronics.
Introduction
There has been a major push of mobile technologies for personalized healthcare. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] CMOS imagers that are present in almost all mobile devices have great potential for such applications because cell and tissue imaging reveals significant health and disease information. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] It has been envisioned to make cytometers in a mobile device since a cytometer, being flow-based or image-based, can analyze the types, life cycles and phenotypical characteristics of cells. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] There exist major challenges to reduce cytometers to be parts of mobile devices such as cellphones, concerning the physical construction of the devices and their operation in point-of-care and home settings. Cell analyzers in mobile devices can afford neither the sophisticated fluid control devices, lasers, photomultiplier tube (PMT) detectors and optics required by flow cytometers, nor the high-power microscope and the associated light sources and detection devices for imagebased cytometers. For device operation, most users will not have the knowledge and skills and the auxiliary devices to stain or label the samples. On the other hand, the current label-free technique based on small and large angle light scatterings alone produces limited information. Those scattering signals are often used as the secondary signals with the primary fluorescent signals for cell-based assays. 22, 23 Although the large angle (side scattering) signal is claimed to reveal the characteristics of the inner structure of a cell, the information is too coarse to give reliable and quantitative health information. Furthermore, without staining, the images from image-based cytometers lack the contrast for pathology and histology analyses. The above imposes a significant bottleneck in producing a viable cytometer using the CMOS imager in mobile devices. In this paper we report an innovative approach that addresses the above challenges to produce a high-quality cytometer fully compatible with mobile devices.
Realizing that the detailed nuclear structure of a cell carries more significant information than the overall size and shape of the cell itself, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] we capture the key features of the cell nucleus by producing a 'scattering profile' of the nucleus that contains key features such as the nucleus volume, shape, morphology, etc. To put the nucleus features in the context of each cell, we use the same CMOS imager to capture the overall cell structure in a bright-field image. To overcome the orders of magnitude intensity difference well beyond the dynamic range of any CMOS imager, we have developed techniques to control the intensity and contrast of both the bright-field image and the dark-field scattering image that are recorded in two regimes of the same CMOS sensor. The dark-field large-angle scattering image of the cell nucleus was obtained using an integrated micro cylindrical lens with a slit to produce an equivalent of light-sheet that slices through the moving cell. The bright-field image was produced by the autofluorescence of the microlens material excited by the UV component of a white LED lamp while blocking the primary beam from reaching the CMOS imager. The overall device is extremely simple to construct and operate, consisting of an LED lamp, an array of cylindrical microlenses with patterned slits, a low-cost magnification lens and an aperture in front of a commodity CMOS camera found in mobile devices. After passing through the microlens (μlens) and a narrow slit, the LED light forms a light-sheet beam of 3 to 4 μm wide scanning through the samples on a moving glass slide. The light-sheet beam travelling through the cell cannot reach the CMOS sensor, and only the small fraction of light scattered by the cell nucleus at a specific angle can reach the CMOS sensor and form the dark-field scattering image of the portion of the cell being illuminated by the light-sheet. After the entire cell crosses the light-sheet, the scattering image of the full cell is recorded. Because the large angle scattering is dominated by Mie scattering governed by the contrast of the refractive index and the size of the object, the cell nucleus contributes most to the scattering image because of the high protein density within the nucleus of mammalian cells. 31, 32 From the dark-field scattering patterns of the light-sheet beam, we were able to extract nuclear signatures as markers for cell classification and reconstruct the key features of the nucleus with high contrast and spatial resolution. We further created the bright-field image of the same cell after a preset time delay in a location that is at some distance from the dark-field scattering image. The acquisition of the bright field image that delineates the cell boundary following the dark-field nucleus image allows for the real-time verification of the dark-field scattering (whether from the cell nucleus or from the debris or dust particles) and correlates the cell nucleus with the cell body.
Since the cell nucleus structure changes throughout the cell cycle 33 and the cell cycle plays an important role in cell biology and clinics, 34, 35 we have applied the compact, cellphone compatible cytometer device to observe the evolution of the nuclear structures during the cell cycle. For point-of-care applications, we have also used the device to interrogate human white blood cells and we have unequivocally shown different nuclear signatures for granulocytes and agranulocytes. In a straightforward process, the cell containing sample was smeared on a glass slide covered by a layer of liquid. The sample preparation protocol can be easily followed by any users without medical training. Among a wide variety of microfluidic devices designed for cell classification, 13, 36, 37 our device is the first and only device capable of revealing the sub-cellular structures in such great detail without labelling, in a design fully compatible with portable mobile devices from a device hardware and operation point of view.
Results
The working principal of a scattering-imaging-based cytometer and the characterization of the light-sheet beam formed by a μlens. Fig. 1 shows the device design and principle for the detection of scattering images of cells. This compact cytometer has the samples sandwiched by two pieces of 150 μm thick glass coverslips (refractive index, n ≅ 1.45). The top coverslip is patterned with an array of microcylindrical lenses and 10 μm slits formed by a 300 nm thick silver film. Each microcylindrical lens is 43 μm high at the apex, 160 μm wide and 2 mm long (Fig. S1 †) . The edge of the silver slit is 5 μm from the edge of the μlens. The bottom glass coverslip has a 15 μm high SU-8 wall as a reservoir to contain the fluid that immerses the cells immobilized on the glass slide. An LED or a filtered halogen lamp was used as the light source to minimize the speckle noise. The 10 μm slit underneath the microlens limits the portion of the lens to form the light-sheet, thus minimizing the effects of aberration and producing a good quality scattering image. The cell laden bottom glass coverslip is slid through the light-sheet beam by a stepping motor at a speed of 4.16 μm s −1 . A spatial filter is placed in front of the CMOS imager to block the primary transmitted beam, which would saturate the CMOS imager otherwise. As a result, only the scattered light of a scattering angle "Θ" between the light-sheet beam and the optical axis can pass through the focusing lens and the spatial filter to form an amplified image on the CMOS sensor. In a highly paralleled Fig. 1 The design of the scattering-imaging-based cytometer. Incoherent light is used to form a light-sheet beam by the microlens and the slit to scan through the cells. The autofluorescence of the lens material is used to form a transmitted bright-field image and the lightsheet beam is used to form the dark-field scattering image. The two images occur at different locations of the CMOS imager and can be overlaid to produce the complete cell image. Autofluorescent light by the lens material is used as the light source for the bright-field image so that the two images are of a similar intensity within the dynamic range of the CMOS sensor.
fashion, all cells on the glass coverslip can be scanned and recorded at a frame rate of 10 frames per second (fps) supported by off-the-shelf CMOS imagers. The fabrication technique and characteristics of the μlens have been extensively studied. 38, 39 We chose the back focal length of the μlens to be 183 μm, calculated from the equation
with the refractive indices of the μlens and glass being n 1 = 1.63 and n 2 = 1.45. The radius of the curvature can be calcu-
, where d and h are the diameter and height of the μlens, respectively. The numerical aperture (N.A.) of the μlens can be calculated by the formula: The intensity of the autofluorescent light can be tailored to the same order of magnitude as the scattering light so that both images are displayed simultaneously at different locations of the CMOS imager within its dynamic range. This unique feature provides a real-time verification of the detected images against contaminants such as cell debris and dust particles. In Fig. 2(c) , polystyrene beads produce strong scatterings due to their large index contrast so a minimum amount of light is transmitted through, yielding dark images over the bright background. For biological cells having a weak index contrast with the liquid ambient, most of the autofluorescent light transmits through the cells and delineates the cell contours, which will be discussed later. A notable feature of the design that detects the scattered light in the dark field is the excellent signal-to-noise ratio of the images, which enables the extraction of fine features of the cell nucleus in high fidelity.
The observation of HEK293 cell cycles and the construction of nuclear signatures
Because the nucleus of the mammalian cells is the dominant object responsible for light scattering, the dark-field images of the CMOS imager reveal the unique properties of the cell nuclei as effective markers for applications such as disease diagnosis, cell classification, and cell cycle monitoring. To demonstrate the feasibility of the scattering-imaging-based cytometer for label-free cell nucleus detection, we used cultured HEK293 cell lines where cells had uniform properties but went through different life cycles (see Methods). By smearing 5 μL of a HEK293 cell suspension in PBS on a poly-D-lysine treated glass coverslip, various HEK293 cells were observed in Fig. 3(a) . The dark-field images from the nucleus scattering and the contour of the same cell in the bright-field image were displayed in two separate regions of the CMOS imager at a time delay of 9.8 ± 0.2 seconds when the cell on the sample slide travelled from the scattering detection region to the whole cell imaging region. Superimposing the two time-lagged images allows us to construct the full-cell image with its nucleus in the right position of the cell body. Fig. 3(b) shows the occasion when the cell was in the mitotic phase where the new cell membrane separating the individual cells was in formation. Notably in such a case the darkfield scattering image showed two bright spots from two nuclei and the bright-field image showed the membrane of the cells being still connected. These results demonstrate that whether the cells exist in a discrete, adjacent, overlapped or dividing form, they can be distinguished by our device by combining the dark-field and bright-field images from a single CMOS imager. To more specifically monitor cells in different cycles, we cultured HEK293 cells with inhibitors to stop the cells at different checkpoints. Mitomycin was used to arrest the cell cycle at the G1 phase, 40 where the biosynthetic activities of cells were activated to form necessary proteins for the next phase (S phase) and thus the size of cells slightly increased. Fig. 3(c) shows the images of a single HEK293 cell passing through the dark-field and bright-field, respectively. Similar to uncontrolled HEK293 cells, the scattering image by the cell nucleus was visible in the dark field, followed by the bright-field image. Separately, nocodazole was used to arrest the HEK293 cells at the G2/M phase, more specifically at the prometaphase (Fig. S3 †) . After undergoing the G2 phase, cells become even larger, but without microtubule attachment cells cannot proceed beyond the prometaphase. When arrested at the prometaphase, the nuclear membrane breaks down and the constituents of the nucleus are distributed within the cytoplasm. Lacking a well-defined nucleus confined by the nucleus membrane, the cell has no dominant scattering center. As a result, the scattering images were barely seen in the dark-field even with an increased exposure time by 300%, as shown in Fig. 3(d) .
It is further shown that the diameter of the cells smeared on the glass coverslip can be estimated from the bright field images, to be 21.78 ± 2.47 μm and 31.79 ± 3.45 μm for cells at the G1/S (n = 10) stage and the prometaphase (n = 10), respectively. From the dark-field and bright-field images of the same cell, we reconstruct the features of the cell nucleus within the cell boundary. Fig. 3 (e) and (f) show the 3-dimensional contour plots of the nuclei of the HEK293 cells at the G1 and prometaphase stages, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3(e) , the size of the nucleus at the G1 phase is averaged to be about 16 μm; however, the size of the nucleus at the prometaphase cannot be estimated due to the lack of a definable nuclear shape.
The differentiation of white blood cells with nuclear signatures
Although most types of mammalian cells have round or oval shape nuclei, the distinct nuclear shapes in the white blood cell family stand out particularly and attract significant attention clinically. Different types of white blood cells (WBCs) play important and distinct roles in the immune system, and the nuclear shapes of the WBCs can be used as effective markers for WBC classification. From the nuclear morphologies, WBCs can be categorized into mononuclear (MN) and polymorphonuclear (PMN) cells. MN WBCs such as lymphocytes and monocytes have a single nucleus. In contrast, PMN WBCs such as neutrophils have 2-5 lobes in their nucleus. To investigate the cell differentiation capability of the device, we isolate PMN WBCs from MN WBCs from whole blood using the Hypaque-Ficoll method 41 (see Methods), which produces PMN and MN WBC samples with >90% purity in each sample (Fig. S4 †) . The experiments were performed separately with these PMN and MN WBC samples on poly-D-lysine treated glass coverslips. Fig. 4 (a) and (b) show the snapshots of the MN and PMN WBCs on the sliding coverslips. The dark-field scattering images of the PMN cells appear to be brighter than the MN cells and display spotty patterns, signifying the polymorphonuclear features of the cells. The brightfield image shows the diameters of the MN (n = 10) and PMN (n = 10) cells to be 10.12 ± 1.01 μm and 12.54 ± 1.39 μm, respectively. Fig. 4(c) and (d) exemplify the 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional contour plots of an MN cell, showing clearly the characteristics of a single lobe nucleus. In contrast, the 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional contour plots of a PMN cell, as shown in Fig. 4 (e) and (f), show two main peaks and a satellite peak near one of the main peaks as the multilobed nucleus characteristics of neutrophils. Unlike the MN nucleus that shows a uniform nucleus contour within the cell body, the nucleus images of the PMN cells vary significantly and in many cases show four lobes (Fig. S5 †) . The variability is attributed to the orientation of the cell nucleus with respect to the incident light-sheet beam. For example, the light scattering from an oval shaped nucleus may generate a smaller but brighter image or a larger but dimmer image depending on the relative orientation between the nucleus and the light-sheet beam. However, independent of the orientation of the nucleus, the total intensity of the nucleus summed over all the pixels is proportional to the volume of the nucleus, which is less invariant for a given cell type. 
Discussion
We have demonstrated a scattering-imaging-based cytometer for biosensing with a simple design that is compatible with mobile devices. The design leverages from the commodity CMOS sensors found ubiquitously in consumer electronics. Utilizing the light-sheet beam produced by a light emitting diode and a microcylindrical lens on a slit, the device can reveal two complementary cell images in two well defined locations of the CMOS sensor: a dark-field image due to light scattering primarily by the nucleus and a bright-field image from the autofluorescent light of the lens material transmitting through the cell body. In an extremely simple, label-free sample preparation process to form a cell/tissue smear on a glass slide, the features of the nucleus and the overall cell shape are imaged separately with precise spatial relations between them. By overlaying the two images digitally, we obtain entire cell images with sufficient details and resolution for biological and clinical utilities. The device is expected to have significant values in point-of-care applications, especially in areas lacking medical infrastructures. All the experimental results reported in this work are cells smeared on a coverslip and immersed in a thin (15 μm) layer of fluid. For convenience of operation, we have mechanically coupled the slide to a syringe pump and used the motor of the syringe pump to push the slides across the light-sheet beam. However, we should point out that the operation of the device does not require a syringe pump since no flow injection is required. Furthermore, the requirement for the control of the motor speed is also very relaxed and the operation has high tolerances to motion jitters. With the registration markers on the glass slide, similar to our earlier work on the space-time coding method, 36, 42, 43 the CMOS camera imager can also work as a motion detector to obtain the instantaneous travel speed of the slide by tracking the lithographically defined markers on the slide. In our design the lateral field of view of the CMOS imager is 460 μm for each micro cylindrical lens. At a scanning speed of 4.16 μm per second, the device can scan through 10 mm 2 in 20 minutes with a 1 × 4 microlens array. The throughput can be increased with an increasing travel speed to the extent that the travel does not cause shear stress to disturb the cells immobilized on the glass slide. The width of the light-sheet in the current system is 3-4 μm across the 15 μm spacing where cells are located. The achievable spatial resolution from the system is estimated to be around 1 μm by deconvolution of the images from the beam profile through signal processing. The current design produces a 20× magnified image on the CMOS sensor, so the pixel size of the CMOS sensor does not limit the resolution. Ultimately the image quality and resolution is limited by the noise of the CMOS sensor and the quality of the microlens. Although the microlens can produce significant aberration, its influence in the image quality is reduced by the 10 μm slit underneath. Since only a small portion of the lens is utilized to form the light-sheet beam, optical aberration can be greatly reduced, making it possible to demonstrate a high quality image in such a simple and compact system. To prove that the cell nucleus contributes to the scattering image, images were taken from HEK293 cells arrested at the prometaphase stage where the nuclear membrane disintegrates. The results show that, without a well-defined nucleus, the scattering intensity drops to a level that is hardly detectable. As a result, the device can clearly detect and identify cell cycles. Experiments were also conducted to demonstrate the utility of acquisition of the dark-field scattering image and bright-field transmitted cell image by a single CMOS imager. This attractive capability is attributed to several unique designs, including utilizing the autofluorescence of the lens material to attenuate the light intensity to a level comparable to the large angle scattering light without saturating the CMOS sensor. The availability of the dark-field and brightfield images that are present side by side provides effective means for the real-time verification to remove artifacts from cell debris or dust particles. It also allows for the accurate construction of the full cell image showing the cell nucleus within the cell body. The experiments with white blood cells demonstrate unequivocal distinction between the PMN white blood cells (e.g. neutrophils) and the MN white blood cells (e.g. lymphocytes). The device provides a promising solution for one of the most critical point-of-care challenges, namely label-free cell classification. Without fluorescent labelling or staining, even a commercial flow cytometer or imaging cytometer cannot produce reliable results to classify cells, due to the noisy and widely spread side scattering signals resulting from the inhomogeneity of cells. Our device offers extra dimensions of information about the nuclear granularity beyond the side scattering intensity measured by flow cytometers, and the spatially distributed scattering plots reveal not only the inhomogeneity of the cells of the same cell type but also the commonality of them, exemplified by the same cell type undergoing different life cycles and subpopulations of white blood cells.
Experimental methods
The fabrication of scattering-imaging-based cytometer platform
The thermally reflowed photoresist that was photographically patterned on the glass substrate was used to generate the microlens (μlens). The pattern of the μlens was designed to be a 2200 μm × 160 μm (length × width) rectangle on the transparent photo-mask (CAD/Art services, Inc.). To obtain the light-sheet-like beam, a silver film with an opening of 2000 μm × 10 μm (length × width) was deposited on the thin glass (~150 μm in thickness) by a conventional metal lift-off process. To obtain the desired microlens shape, a double resist spinning process was employed. A SPR220-7.0 (Shipley) photoresist was first coated at 1200 rpm for 40 seconds and baked at 80°C for 1 minute. The second SPR220-7.0 spincoating process was performed at 1200 rpm for 40 seconds. Prior to the UV exposure with the Karl Suss MA6 mask aligner, the double-coated sample was stored for at least one day in the ambient environment. The alignment between the layer of the μlens and the Ag slits was conducted carefully to keep a 5 μm space between the edge of the microcylindrical lens and the edge of the slit. After the exposure process, the photoresist from all areas but the microlens areas was removed by resist development. The photoresist over the microlens area was heated to 140°C for 1 hour at a ramping rate of 25°C per hour on the hot plate. After the reflow of the melt photoresist, the μlens had a half-dome shape with a 160 μm base width and a 43 μm height, characterized by Dektak 150 surface profiler (Fig. S1 †) . To form the reservoir to contain the fluid that covers the cells on the slide, a negative photoresist, SU8-2050, was spun on a glass substrate to form a 3 cm × 1.5 cm × 15 μm (length × width × height) rectangular chamber with a rim thickness of 500 μm.
Experimental setup
To characterize the scattering-imaging-based cytometer, we prepared samples with cancer cells (HEK293 cells) and isolated WBCs (the procedure is discussed later). HEK293 (Human Embryonic Kidney) cells were cultured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% (v/v) penicillin/streptomycin (PS) in a humidified incubator at 37°C in 5% CO 2 . The whole blood samples used to produce the mononuclear and polymorphonuclear WBC samples were purchased from the blood bank (San Diego Blood Bank). All cell samples were suspended in a phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution prior to the experiment. The poly-D-lysine (Sigma P-0899) solution was prepared to have a concentration of 0.2 mg mL −1 and applied to the glass coverslip with the cell reservoir.
The glass coverslip was incubated at room temperature for 1 hour and then rinsed 3 times with PBS. 5 μL of the cell sample was pipetted onto the pretreated glass coverslip. The μlens-covered glass coverslip was used to spread the sample over the glass coverslip at a smearing angle of about 10 degrees. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the samples sandwiched between the two glass coverslips were placed on the stage and the bottom slip that the cells resides on was mechanically coupled to the stepping motor of a syringe pump to slide the glass slip at a speed of 4.16 μm s −1 . A white LED or a filtered halogen lamp was used to illuminate the glass coverslips through the microlens. A 20× lens (N.A. 0.45) was placed between the cell sample and the CMOS imager and the images were recorded by a CMOS imager at 10 frames per second.
HEK293 cell cycle control
In the experiment to arrest the HEK293 cells at the G1 phase, Mitomycin (10 μg ml Cells at the designed stages were washed with PBS and suspended in ice-cold 70% ethanol. After keeping the cell suspension at 4°C for 30 minutes, the sample was centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 5 minutes and the supernatant of the cell suspension was carefully discarded. After washing the sample left in the tube with PBS twice, the fixed cells were resuspended in 500 μL PBS and 2.5 μL RNAse (Invitrogen 12091-021) was added to the cell suspension. After a 15 minute incubation at room temperature and another centrifuge and supernatant removal step, 25 μL propidium iodide (PI) was added to the cell suspension in 500 μL PBS. The cells were incubated for 5 minutes at room temperature and rinsed by PBS and the sample was ready for analysis by commercial flow cytometers. We analyzed these stained cells by an Accuri C6 flow cytometer to collect at least 20 000 events per sample (Fig. S3 †) .
The isolation of PMN and MN cells from human whole blood
The Hypaque-Ficoll method described in ref. 41 with some modifications was used to isolate specific white blood cells from whole blood. 6 mL of whole blood purchased from the blood bank was mixed with red blood cell lysis buffer (eBioscience, CA) and kept at room temperature for 10 minutes. After centrifugation at 1600 rpm for 5 minutes, the cell pellets were rinsed with a buffer solution consisting of 10 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) and 1X PBS, which was followed by another centrifugation. The cells were carefully resuspended in 2.5 mL of PBS. The cell suspension was layered over 3 mL of Hypaque-Ficoll solution (Sigma 1077) in a 15 mL canonical tube and spun at 1500 rpm for 45 minutes at 4°C using a low brake. 
Conclusion
In conclusion, using a simple device compatible with mobile consumer devices such as iphones and ipads, we have presented a label-free cell analyzer capable of detecting the inner structures of cells. The device has the potential to satisfy the unmet needs for point-of-care applications in areas lacking medical infrastructures.
